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Winning for the Environment is a multi-year campaign by the League of Conservation Voters 
(LCV), LCV Education Fund, and more than 30 state LCV affiliates to expand and deepen the 
power of the environmental movement.  Through this effort, we are investing more deeply in 
policy solutions at the state and local levels and engaging hundreds of thousands of Americans 
on environmental issues.  By winning in the states, we will drive the public debate and build 
momentum for national action on clean energy and climate change.

When LCV and our sister organization, LCV Education Fund, launched our Winning for the 
Environment campaign in 2013, we set out to raise a combined $10 million for coordinated state 
and national efforts through 2015.  With the help of our dedicated co-chairs—Tom and Sonya 
Campion, Larry Rockefeller, Laura Turner Seydel, and Lynde Uihlein—we already surpassed 
our goal and have now raised more than $10.7 million1. We could not have achieved this success 
without generous funding partners like you.

Your investment is already having an 
impact. With your support, we have engaged 
more Americans in the environmental 
movement, launched state campaigns on 
clean energy and climate change, and helped 
win critical environmental fights in the 
states.  We have continued to strengthen state 
LCVs at a time when major environmental 
decisions are shifting to the states.  The 
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) 
proposed Clean Power Plan, which would 
make U.S. power plants cut the pollution 
that causes climate change, will be largely 
implemented by the states.  We are more 
prepared to fight and win these battles 
because of partners like you.

With your partnership, we exceeded the campaign goal.

Winning For The Environment

1 State LCVs separately invested $10 million in state-level races and ballot initiatives in 2013-2014, with LCV 
providing $7 million in support of these efforts.
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Since 2012, LCV and state LCVs have generated 1.2 
million of the 8 million public comments collected by 
the environmental community to support EPA limits on 
carbon pollution from power plants.  LCV now has more 
staff than ever before working to build power at the state 
level.  In 2014, we hired Bill Holland for the new position of 
state policy director to assist state LCVs with campaigns to 
promote climate victories in state legislatures, advance and 
defend Renewable Electricity Standards (RES), and hold 
elected leaders publicly accountable for their records.  In 
2015, we will focus on building support for the Clean Power 
Plan and fending off ALEC-inspired attacks in the states.

Ensuring that state LCVs have the staff, expertise, and communications tools to mobilize 
supporters and run effective campaigns is fundamental to our movement’s long-term power. 
In 2014, we delivered financial, technical and strategic support to help more than 30 state LCVs 
sustain their missions and accomplish their goals.  This support has a direct impact on policies.  
For example, in 2014, our Minnesota affiliate helped win a first-in-the-nation ban on the 
dangerous chemical triclosan in consumer products, and our Colorado partner helped win the 
nation’s first major limits on methane emissions.  Besides winning immediate protections for our 
environment and health, these victories are building momentum for national action on key issues.

Advancing Clean Energy and  
Climate Policies

Strengthening State LCVs

Campaign Highlights
Here is what your investment helped achieve

The EPA’s proposed Clean Power Plan, 
announced in June 2014, would be the 
biggest step the U.S. government has ever 
taken to reduce climate change.  Building 
support for a strong final rule—and 
pushing for strong implementation in the 
states—will be our top priority in 2015.
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We deployed organizers to recruit volunteers and 
activists to build the power of the environmental 
movement in priority states.  In 2014, nearly 80 
organizers recruited more than 15,000 volunteers in 
Colorado, Iowa, Michigan, New Hampshire, and North 
Carolina.  Our largest field program, in North Carolina, 
placed 25 organizers on the ground and mobilized more 
than 8,500 volunteers.  These organizers are engaging 
communities that do not traditionally volunteer 
for environmental causes and turning citizens into 
advocates and activists.  Volunteers in these five states 
generated 78,000 comments in support of the Clean 
Power Plan in 2014. 

LCV and LCV Education Fund 
are committed to grassroots 
organizing and developing leaders 
in Latino communities for the 
long-term fight against climate 
change.  In 2013, we hired Jennifer 
Allen as the national director of 
our Latino Outreach Program, 
and in 2014, we partnered with 
state LCVs to launch grassroots 
programs in Arizona, Colorado, 
and New Mexico.

Latino Outreach

Mobilizing Activists
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In Colorado, a team of Latino organizers is mobilizing 
community members and building city- and state-level 
support for the EPA Clean Power Plan. In September 
2014, as a direct response to our campaign, the Denver 
City Council passed a proclamation supporting the Clean 
Power Plan. In Arizona and New Mexico, organizers are 
recruiting volunteers to involve friends and neighbors 
in the fight for clean energy, with a focus on influencing 
state and utility company decisions.



Public support remains high for action on climate change and cutting pollution from power 
plants.  This year, LCV and LCV Education Fund will work with states to engage the public 
more deeply on our issues and build the base of our supporters and activists.  Implementing the 
proposed EPA Clean Power Plan, advancing renewable energy, and protecting the Great Lakes 
are at the top of our priority list.  We will encourage elected officials to adopt strong policies in 
their states and expose politicians who deny climate science.

Thank you again for your generous support of the Winning for the Environment campaign, 
which raised more than $10.7 million for critical work in the states.  Thanks to you, LCV and 
LCV Education Fund engaged more Americans on our issues and invested more deeply in 
the states than ever before.  We remain confident that this unprecedented investment has 
positioned us well for long-term progress.  With your continued generosity, we will build on our 
accomplishments and continue to win for the environment in 2015 and beyond.

Our Funding Partners

Looking Ahead

•	 2032 Trust*
•	 Agua Fund, Inc.* 
•	 Adam & Rachel Albright* 
•	 Alki Fund of the Rockefeller 

Family Fund 
•	 Ariel Fund* 
•	 Katherine Buechner Arthaud 

Advised Fund*
•	 Paul Austin 
•	 Jabez Blumenthal *
•	 Paul Brainerd
•	 The Brainerd Foundation*
•	 Lori Brown 
•	 Sandy Buffett 
•	 Bullitt Foundation* 
•	 Marcia Bystryn 
•	  Tom & Sonya Campion & Tom 

& Sonya Campion Fund at the 
Seattle Foundation*

•	 Andrew Canada 
•	 James Cox Chambers
•	  Changing Horizons Fund of 

the Rockefeller Family Fund 
•	 Carrie Clark 
•	 Joyce C. Doria Charitable 

Fund* 
•	 Maureen Drouin 
•	  Nancy & Tom Florsheim & 

Nancy & Thomas Florsheim 
Family Foundation 

•	 Stacey Folsom* 
•	 Demis Foster 
•	 George T. Frampton, Jr. 

•	 Peter Goldman 
•	 Jeremy Grantham* 
•	 Duncan Haas 
•	 Lawrie Harris 
•	 Serena Hatch & Porpoise Fund 

at Fidelity Charitable*
•	 Ruth Hennig & Ruth Hennig 

Fund at the New York 
Community Trust*

•	 Rampa R. Hormel & Enlyst 
Fund* 

•	 Barbara Hostetter* 
•	 John R. Hunting 
•	 Gene Karpinski 
•	 Marilyn Katz
•	 Theresa Keaveny 
•	 Thomas Kiernan 
•	 Rose Letwin & Jim Orr 
•	 James Mauch* 
•	 Pete Maysmith 
•	 Winsome McIntosh & The 

McIntosh Foundation* 
•	 Bill Meadows 
•	 Doug Moore
•	 Morris Family Foundation*
•	 Mary Munson 
•	 Paul & Antje Newhagen 

Foundation*
•	 Nancy Nordhoff 
•	 Polly O’Brien & Barrett Toan
•	 The Overbrook Foundation*
•	 Katie Peters
•	 Karla Raetting 

•	 John Reuter 
•	 Valerie Reuther 
•	 Jean & James Rion 

Endowment* 
•	 Hope Rippeon* 
•	 Bill Roberts 
•	 David & Susan Rockefeller *
•	 Larry Rockefeller 
•	 Sarah Rose 
•	 Elizabeth Ross*
•	 Jeff Rusinow & Rusinow 

Family Charitable Foundation* 
•	 Scot Rutledge 
•	 Roger & Vicki Sant & Roger & 

Victoria Sant Founders’ Fund* 
•	 Kerry Schumann 
•	 Jean Schuyler*
•	 Laura Turner Seydel 
•	 Sharon Shoemaker
•	 Elizabeth Smith*
•	 Genny Smith* 
•	 Adam Snyder 
•	 Fred Stanback* 
•	 Maryanne Tagney
•	 Lynda Taylor* 
•	 Ann Timberlake 
•	 Asa Trapp
•	 Thomas & Sally Troyer Fund 

of the Community Foundation 
for the National Capital 
Region* 

•	 Turner Foundation, Inc.* 
•	 Lynde Uihlein 

•	 Kathleen Welch* 
•	 Western Conservation 

Foundation* 
•	 William B. Wiener, Jr. 

Foundation*
•	 Wilburforce Foundation* 
•	 Joan Wilkes 
•	 Mary Willis 
•	 Don Winston  
•	 Lisa Wozniak 
•	 Ed Zuckerman* 

An additional thank you 
to all of the grassroots 
funders from across the 
country who participated 
in this campaign.
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* LCV Education Fund gift only
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